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IT MAY SOUND LIKE A CLICHÉ, 
BUT WE TREASURE EVERY WORKING DAY.
HOW MANY PEOPLE CAN SAY THEY ENJOY 

WHAT THEY DO EVERY DAY? WE’RE  
PROUD TO SAY WE LOVE WHAT WE DO, 

AND MOST OF ALL, LOVE HEARING 
HOW HAPPY WE MAKE OUR CLIENTS. 
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THE ELITE TENTS 
GARDEN TIPI 
PARTY PASS 

AN AMAZING LIGHT AT THE END OF THE LONG PANDEMIC TUNNEL!
After the awful year we have all had Elite Tents have created a fabulous 

opportunity for you.

It is called THE GARDEN TIPI PARTY PASS…
It enables you and your family to have something to look forward to later in the 

year, once the vaccine is rolled out and we are all allowed to socialise again. 

We have all missed out on so much - special birthdays, weddings, anniversaries, 

barbecues with friends… the list goes on.

So this year why not make up for it? A Roaring Twenties 2.0 - where we all enjoy life 

again, with all our friends and family.

For some that will mean heading into the pubs, clubs and restaurants as soon as 

they are open, but there will be some who think it would be better to keep it to the 

people we know to begin with, our friends and family, in the safety of the outdoors - 

in our own back garden. 

So if you would love a 2021 Garden Tipi Party here’s how we can help...

Jacquie x
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WHY SHOULD YOU 
GET A GARDEN 

TIPI PARTY PASS? 
YOU MIGHT BE THINKING THAT IT SIMPLY ISN’T POSSIBLE TO  

BOOK A GET TOGETHER WHILE WE ARE IN THE PRESENT SITUATION,  
BUT THE BEAUTY OF THE GARDEN TIPI PARTY PASS IS THAT YOU CAN  

BOOK A PARTY WITHOUT CONFIRMING A SPECIFIC DATE!

THE GARDEN TIPI PARTY PASS ALLOWS YOU...

...to look forward to your party knowing it is going to happen this year!

...to relax in the knowledge you won’t need to postpone...

... to invite your guests, think about your menus and plans without the 

pressure of wondering if you’ll be able to go ahead,

...get first choice of the dates as soon as the restrictions are lifted

... enjoy the anticipation of your party without worrying about  

whether it can go ahead.

THE GARDEN TIPI PARTY PASS CENTRES AROUND 
A SINGLE GIANT KÅTA TIPI. 

A single Kåta measures 10.3 metres in diameter which means there’s space for 

about 50 people comfortably with plenty of space to dance, celebrate, watch the 

football or simply spend time chilling with friends and family around a fire pit.

How you theme your tipi is absolutely down to  you - the reasons tipis are so 

popular for outdoor events is that they can be dressed in whatever way you 

fancy… depending on your taste and your budget.
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All our packages include delivery up to 30 miles from WS9, 

damage waiver and VAT.

You might like to plan how to decorate the Tipi for yourself  - buy or 

make your own decorations and add them to what is the fabulous Tipi 

centrepiece - it could be something fun for your to do with your family while 

you are not going out as much as usual… But you might just prefer someone 

else to come along and prepare the tent for you and get it party ready. 

Either way check out our theme suggestions to get you in the party mood.

PRICING 
WE HAVE CREATED THREE MAIN OPTIONS 

FOR YOUR GARDEN TIPI PARTY:

SILVER
Tipi, flooring, lighting and seating for 30 guests 

£1995
GOLD

add in a fire pit, dance floor or bar, reindeer hides  

and lots and lots of sparkle  

£2495
PLATINUM

Complete the look with a theme - sport, beach, festival  

- we will work to achieve whatever you want...   

From £2995
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CHOOSING 
YOUR THEME... 

There was lots of excitement in the Elite Office when we talked about the 

possible themes for a Garden Tipi Party, because the truth is the tipis can be 

used as a blank canvas for whatever you like, (your price will vary depending 

on exactly what you choose or you can even DIY your theme) but here are 

some ideas to get your brain working…

There are so many themes we have seen over the years, including an 

Irish Bar, Halloween parties, Great Gatsby, Speakeasy, Afternoon Tea 

Party… the choice is absolutely yours. Elite Tents have lots of props 

and decor, but if we don’t have what you want we have contacts that 

do so if it is a themed party you want just give the office a call 

on 0121 663 1133 and let’s have a chat.

HOLIDAY 
AT HOME  

IF YOU SIMPLY ADORE THE BEACH BUT JUST DON’T WANT TO FLY
Add a themed Tiki Bar, a boat or paddling pool full of ice for your 

drinks, palm leaves or Hawaiian garlands,  picnic blankets, outside 

festoon lighting and deckchairs or beach bean bags and even a 

Punch and Judy style hut! … 
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THE 
CLUBHOUSE  

IF YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE TEAM OR EVENT THAT YOU CAN’T ATTEND, 
CELEBRATE IT WITH FRIENDS, IN YOUR VERY OWN CLUBHOUSE…

Add a bar, colourful bean bags and sofas to chill out in, 

a large screen to watch the game or race, a tin bath filled with 

ice to keep the beers or Prosecco chilled, table football, outdoor 

games, plus bunting to suit your occasion…

GLASTONBURY 
IN YOUR GARDEN 

FOR THOSE WHO CRAVE A FESTIVAL!
Add colourful flags, a bar, a huge tv screen or speaker to blast out your 

festival tunes, bunting, outside festoon lighting and brightly coloured lanterns 

or dream catchers, large outside games… we can even arrange customisable 

wristbands and an ice cream van…
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HOW DO YOU BOOK YOUR 
VIP GARDEN 

TIPI PARTY PASS? 
HOW THE GARDEN TIPI PARTY PASS WORKS:

NO RISK TO YOU
With a super low £500 deposit to secure your Garden Tipi Party - we’re also 

guaranteeing a fully refundable deposit should Government limitations 

prevent your event from happening too.

Once our diary opens back up, you receive first priority on 

all event dates throughout 2021 & you can defer to a later 

event date should your original date not be possible due to restrictions.

THERE ARE JUST 50 PASSES AVAILABLE 
AT THESE SPECIAL PRICES …  

SO DON’T MISS OUT - BOOK YOUR TIPI GARDEN PARTY PASS NOW!

1

2

3
4

5
6
7
8

You check out the package options, silver, gold or platinum (p9) and 
decide which one works best for you and your friends and family

You pay a super low deposit of £500 to secure your Garden Tipi  
Party Pass either by calling the office or clicking the secure payment 
method on the website

You tell all your friends and family about your plans

When the government gives a date that parties can go ahead you  
speak to Elite and arrange your PRIORITY date

You send out your invites with the date to all of your guests

You pay the balance for your tipi a month before,

We deliver your Tipi to your back garden,

You have a fabulous, memorable event with all your friends and family 
that they will always remember!
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RACHEL’S 50TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION | APRIL 2019 
I would just like to thank all the lovely guys at Elite Tents for the most amazing & fantastic 
service they gave me in helping me organise my 50th Birthday party. From the lovely girls 
in the office, where every question was answered & dealt with in a very relaxed,  friendly & 
efficient manner to the extremely helpful crew who were friendly, witty & most importantly, 
very tidy. They all went above & beyond from start to finish. It was so lovely to have a party 
with a difference & the Tipis were certainly that! They really added that magical touch. I 
really can’t wait for the next special occasion to book them again.

THE FINE PRINT:

A Kåta tipi needs to be erected on grass and to allow enough space you will 

need at least a 10.5m x 10.5m lawn or grassed area.

We will need access for a towing vehicle and 6m long trailer.

If you are unsure if your site is suitable we can supply you with a site checklist, 

and if you then need a Crew Chief to come and check your garden for you 

please just let us know and we can arrange a free site visit*.

The Garden Tipi Party Pass is only available to new customers**.

You will need to sign a booking form within 48 hours of paying your  

deposit to agree to the T&Cs.

Once a date has been fixed with you this may only be changed if  

government legislation impacts that date. 

Full payment plus a £500 refundable damages deposit is payable one calendar 

month before your event. (The £500 will be refunded after your tent and 

equipment have been collected provided there is no loss or damage).

Dates are subject to availability and will be allocated in order that the VIP 

Garden Tipi Party Passes were purchased.

*within 30 miles of WS9 | **T&Cs apply.
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WHY CHOOSE
ELITE TENTS?
A TEAM YOU CAN TRUST

When you searched for a tipi hire company you probably noticed that there are a huge 

number to choose from. We are proud to say that Elite Tents was the 6th Tipi Hire Company 

in England, established in 2010; and now with almost 2000 tipi erections completed! As a 

relative of the founder of Tentipi UK (Jon Parr) who introduced the Giant Nordic Tipi into the 

UK in 2005, we watched as outdoor events and particularly Tipi Wedfests became more and 

more popular. We also loved the way that Jon and his wife loved their business.  

In 2010 we started Elite Tents with 3 tipis, and we have never looked back. 

CARING FOR OUR CLIENTS 
Over the 10 years we have provided tents for outdoor events we have constantly evolved 

always with our clients as priority. We know that whatever your celebration it is really 

important to you so we have put into place lots of ways that will mean we can support your 

planning from your initial enquiry through to the day of your event. 

We keep in touch with you regularly via both phone and email;

We are happy to answer your questions and concerns however small they are 
(and even if they are not specifically related to the tents);

We hold at least four open events every year in different areas of the Midlands where 
you can come and visit the tents and meet with the team;

We welcome you into our office if you would like to meet with us face to face;

We open some weekends and late nights so that if you would like to speak to 
someone but simply can’t because of work, we are able to arrange a chat with you; 

We have also built up a little black book of amazing suppliers who we can recommend 
to you - we have worked with them all, we trust them and we know that like us they 
will treat your event with the same love and attention as if it were their own.

And that means that you can have the confidence that we are not just a tent provider, but a 

team who will help you every step of your planning and organising to ensure your outdoor 

event is stress free, fun and memorable for all of the right reasons. 

We are a husband and wife team initially 
inspired by the tipis back in 2010. We have 
grown the Elite team over the last 10 years 

with an office and crew who literally LOVE our 
tents. That is why it has been easy to build an 

ethos in which every Elite employee care about 
the events and the people they work with, and 

are prepared to go the extra mile to ensure 
that their event is as stress free as possible 
and memorable for all of the right reasons! 
Having been involved in over 800 events we 

have a huge amount of experience and will be 
able to help, support and advise you in every 

aspect of your outdoor event.

John Lacey is a senior crew chief and 
started with Elite on Day 1. His expertise 
in the field is second to none. Matt also 

heads up our amazing crews as we create 
sometimes four or five set ups per week, 

supported by a group of fabulous students 
who spend their summers with us.

THE CREW: JOHN & MATT

THE COORDINATORS: DEBBIE & KAYLA

THE OWNERS: RICHARD & JACQUIE HALE

Debbie absolutely ‘keeps it in the family’, 
sister of Jacquie she looks after customers 

right from booking to the day of their event, 
ready at the end of the phone for even 

the smallest of questions. Kayla with her 
background and experience in planning 
together with her love of weddings and 

events, is brilliant to chat through ideas and 
options for your event and will help you turn 

them into the perfect set up.
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TENTS YOU 
CAN TRUST

WE CHOOSE WHERE WE PURCHASE OUR TENTS FROM WITH UTMOST CARE, ENSURING 
THAT THEY ARE OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY SO WE HAVE CHOSEN TIPIS FROM TENTIPI 
MANUFACTURED IN SCANDINAVIA, DEVELOPED OVER 25 YEARS AND TESTED TO THE 

LIMITS OF WEATHER, USE AND DURABILITY.
In 2019 we listened to the customers who said they wanted an outdoor event with 

a rustic feel but just felt they needed something a little more traditional. After 

researching the Sailcloth and Sperry type tents we decided that the only option 

for our customers were the highly acclaimed Aurora Sailcloth tents which are 

manufactured in Indiana by a family business established in 1892 who has specialised 

in tent and sailcloth building for over 100 years. They are the only Sailcloth tents with a 

weather proof guarantee while retaining the rustic look and finish. Our supplier married 

the essence of the sailcloth tent’s appeal with renown quality and engineering expertise. 

The result is the Aurora, a tent that enthrals a bride while providing dramatically enhanced 

protection and security that gives us as a rental company peace of mind.  

GIVING YOU PEACE OF MIND
Here at Elite Tents we are proud members of MUTA, the UK’s only trade association 

dedicated to marquees, tents and structures. Being a MUTA member isn’t as simple as 

paying a subscription fee. We’re bound by a code of practice, follow an industry-leading best 

practice guide, and are regularly inspected on-site and at our premises to make sure we 

meet the highest of standards, (which we always do!). 

We are also part of the Alcumus Safecontractor association which is one of the world’s 

most respected and trusted health & safety accreditation schemes. 

Our customers include Alton Towers, Jaguar Landrover, RHS Malvern, Red Bull, 

Leicester City Council and we have even provided tents for the Queen!
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PLANNING

VENUE & SITE

Over the past 10 years we have worked with so many fantastic venues but from 2018 we have 
chosen 6 venues in the Midlands area who are truly amazing to become our Dream Venues. 
These six venues have each been hand picked firstly because they are gorgeous, but also 
each one has its own special features that may appeal to you.

The answer to this is dependant on two key factors; how many guests you have, secondly, 
whether you want a sit down meal or something more informal and lastly, what furnishings 
you’ll want in the tents, e.g. bars, fire pits (tipis) and dance floors etc. 

In the case of tipis, one tipi can accommodate up to 70 guests, two tipis can accommodate 
70-120 guests and three tipis can accommodate 120-150 guests. If you have more than 150 
guests, more tipis can be added to suit your numbers. In the case of the sailcloth tents, we 
have named them with their capacities in mind e.g. the sailcloth 100 accommodates up to 100 
guests, the sailcloth 180 accommodates up to 180 guests, the sailcloth 240 accommodates up 
to 240 guests and the sailcloth 300 accommodates up to 300 guests. Whatever your numbers 
are, we are able to create a bespoke quote for you to ensure you have the right size structure 
for your event.

Yes – there are opportunities throughout the year to see the tipis and the sailcloth tent 
dressed to impress. We normally hold 4 open days throughout the year, at one of our Dream 
venues. Check out our open days page to find out more.

DO YOU HAVE VENUES WHERE WE CAN PUT THE TENTS?

HOW MANY TENTS WILL I NEED?

CAN WE SEE THE TIPIS BEFORE WE BOOK?

In truth not for the tents, they will go up on a slope if needed, but you need to be able to 
put a drink on a table without it sliding off or spilling, so if you are not sure if you ground is 
suitable test it out by taking your table, chair and drink of choice outside.

Most venues/sites don’t need a site visit but in order to decide whether yours does please just 
take a few minutes to consider whether your site meets the checklist criteria. If you would like a 
checklist or are unsure of anything please give us a call or drop us an email citing your concerns 
and we will have a chat with you and if needs be arrange to come and see the site. (Please also 
refer to the floorplans to check you have sufficient area for the number of tents you require.) 

DOES MY SITE NEED TO BE FLAT?

DO I NEED A SITE VISIT FOR MY OUTDOOR EVENT?

ORGANISING AN OUTDOOR WEDDING OR EVENT IS GREAT FUN, BUT YOU WILL PROBABLY 
FIND YOU HAVE LOTS OF QUESTIONS ALONG THE WAY. ELITE TENTS HAVE HELPED IN OVER 

800 EVENTS AND HAVE 10 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, SO WE WILL ALMOST CERTAINLY BE 
ABLE TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS FOR YOU. 

ON THE NEXT TWO PAGES WE HAVE INCLUDED A FEW OF THE MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS, BUT IF YOUR QUESTION ISN’T THERE, PLEASE CONTACT US FOR ADVICE OR 

CHECK OUT THE KNOWLEDGE HUB ON OUR WEBSITE.

FAQS 

BOOKING & PAYMENT

To confirm your booking we ask you to sign a booking form which reserves the items you would 
like, and pay a 50% deposit. The deposit can be broken down into 3 payments if you choose.

WHAT IS THE BOOKING PROCESS?

The damage waiver sum is a charge of 5% of the net hire cost of your contract. By paying it 
we will indemnify you against any losses that we suffer arising from accidental equipment 
damage or loss (beyond the £500 excess), while you are responsible for the tipis.  You will 
remain responsible for any loss or damage resulting from your negligence or legal liability.

WHAT IS A DAMAGE WAIVER?

The balance is payable one calendar month before your event. Yes we do take card 
payments. The office team will be able to organise that for you.

Yes but all of our prices on the website already include VAT.

WHEN DO WE PAY THE BALANCE OF OUR CONTRACT & CAN WE PAY WITH DEBIT OR CREDIT CARD?

DO WE HAVE TO PAY VAT ON OUR CONTRACT?
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When you book an outdoor event especially a wedding you are probably spending a lot of 
money. So our advice is to insure your event just in case something happens which means 
you need to cancel or postpone it. 
 
Just make sure you choose a reputable insurance company and check the terms and 
conditions to make sure you are getting the cover you need (e.g. if you want a fire pit in the 
tents make sure that the insurance allows for that).

The crew will usually be on site at 8am and work through to complete your job in a day. 

A single tipi takes approx. 4hrs, two tipis around 6-8hrs, 3 tipis 8-10hrs to erect. 

We guarantee that your tipi will be set up no later than the day before your event.

Most events do not require a member of our staff onsite, however we do always have a crew 
chief on call who is available to attend site if there is an issue. When we hand over the tents 
to you on put up day we will go through everything with you.

DO I NEED TO TAKE OUT EVENT INSURANCE ?

WHEN WILL YOU COME AND SET UP THE TENTS?

WILL THERE BE A MEMBER OF STAFF AT MY EVENT?

YOUR EVENT

WEATHER

NOTES

The simple answer to this is no. Opening and closing the tipi sides involves repegging and 
strapping which should you not do this correctly might be dangerous for your guests. 
However in our experience, throughout the summer months customers tend to have the 
sides up even if it rains. 

The only question is how big you would like the opening to be, which will be dependant on 
the weather forecast. Our crew chief will discuss your options and advise you on the set 
up day.  The final decision however is yours and the opening however small or large has to 
remain like that for the duration.

As an alternative there is an option to hire our Wallflex system which allows you to have the 
sides up but fill the opening with clear, pvc walls allowing you to view the outdoors but keep 
out the elements.

CAN WE OPEN OR CLOSE THE SIDES OF THE TIPIS OURSELVES?

We have two types of tents – the Sailcloth tent is made with a market leading weather 
proofing system so rain and even snow would not be a problem. However the high peaks 
mean that excessive wind is not ideal, so in truth we wouldn’t recommend the Sailcloth 
between November and April. However the tipis, which originate from Sweden are designed 
and manufactured so that they can basically cope with whatever the British weather can 
throw at them! 

We use a tightly woven, natural coloured matting in all of our tents that is very hardwearing 
and completely waterproof.

CAN THE TENTS COPE WITH WINTER WEATHER?

WHAT FLOORING IS IN THE TENTS?

This very much depends on the time of year and the ambient temperature. If your event is 
in spring, autumn or winter you may need to consider hiring in heating. We have a fabulous 
supplier who will bring you indirect heaters which are thermostatically controlled and will 
keep your structure toasty. Adding the Wallflex system is also an option to keep out the 
elements during the colder months.

DO THE TENTS NEED HEATING?
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TO START PLANNING YOUR OUTDOOR EVENT CONTACT OUR LOVELY OFFICE TEAM 
BY CALLING 0121 663 1133, EMAILING ENQUIRIES@ELITETENTS.CO.UK 

OR COMPLETING THE ENQUIRY FORM ON OUR WEBSITE.

...AND REMEMBER TO KEEP AN EYE ON OUR 
FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM AND WEBSITE 

FOR MORE IDEAS AND OPEN DAY INFORMATION.



Let’s make it memorable

WWW.ELITETENTS.CO.UK 

LOOK FORWARD TO 
MEETING YOU SOON!


